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Jim Beam® Bourbon 
Double Oak 

Taste Through the Added Complexity of Whisky “Finishes”
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Tyrconnell®   
10 Year Old  

Port Cask Finish 

Tasting through this series of uniquely finished whiskies will give you great insight into what secondary maturations  

accomplish in both aroma and palate.

Bowmore®  
15 Year Old

Auchentoshan®  
Three Wood

Laphroaig® Cairdeas 
Triple Wood  

Cask Strength

TOP-FLIGHT TASTING
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Laphroaig Cairdeas 
Triple Wood

Bowmore  
15 Year Old

Auchentoshan Three Wood
Tyrconnell  
Port Cask Finish

Shown in suggested tasting order.  Find more tasting mats at Whiskyadvocate.com/clubsIn association with
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Not Finished Yet!
Use this page for your personal tasting notes.

1. Jim Beam® Bourbon Double Oak  
Aged in newly charred American white oak 
barrels before being switched to another 
freshly charred white oak barrel to finish.
The added interaction with the oak results in 
a liquid with an even deeper level of intense 
spiced oakiness and rich caramel. 

ABV: 43%

2. Auchentoshan® Three Wood  
This scotch starts in bourbon barrels before 
moving to Spanish oloroso sherry barrels 
and, finally, Pedro Ximenez sherry casks. That 
creates a rich and complex whisky, heavy on 
the toffee and sherry flavors, and perfect for a 
neat sip or in an Old-Fashioned. 

ABV: 43%

3. Tyrconnell® 10 Year Old Port Cask Finish
A single malt Irish whiskey finished in port wine 
casks, the nose is slightly herbal and incredibly 
fruity. The palate is drier, though there are 
lingering hints of berry jam and toffee.

ABV:  46%
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4. Bowmore® 15 Year Old
Matured first in bourbon barrels before 
being finished in oloroso sherry casks for an 
additional three years, there is an intense 

aroma of dark chocolate and raisins. The 
palate offers wonderful cedarwood and 
rich treacle toffee flavors, leading into a
robust, slightly tannic finish.

ABV:  43%

5. Laphroaig® Cairdeas Triple Wood 
Cask Strength 
The 2019 bottling of this annual release
celebrates the Friends of Laphroaig and
marks the yearly Fèis Ìle Festival on Islay.
This unique expression is a special triple
maturation. Rich and punchy with smoke on
the nose, the palate offers a more underlying
nutty sweetness, much of it coming from
maturation in oloroso sherry casks. 

ABV: 59.5%

Shown in suggested tasting order.  Find more tasting mats at Whiskyadvocate.com/clubsIn association with
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TOP-FLIGHT TASTING



TOP-FLIGHT TASTING

    Just because the master distiller is ready to pull some whisky out of its 
original barrel doesn’t mean it’s finished yet. Literally!
    The idea of “finishing” whisky is said to have begun around 1983 in 
Scotland, when distilleries starting taking well-aged scotch and putting 
it into sherry butts (larger barrels) for several additional months. That 
would, of course, impart some lovely sherry notes into the whisky.      

This remained a concept that mostly stayed put in Scotland until recent 
years, but it has spread far and wide. It is now employed by distilleries in 
Ireland, Japan, and especially America.  
    Tasting through a series of finished whiskies will give you great insight 
into what these secondary maturations accomplish in both aroma and 
palate. See if you can taste the source of the different finishes.

Not Finished Yet!

Nosing: 
Inhale with an open mouth so you 
don’t put your nose to sleep.

Swirl Gently:  
Just coat the bottom third of the glass. 
Not a big swirl, as with wine. The 
alcohol in whisky will evaporate just
fine at its own pace. 

Food and Water: 
Snack before the tasting and drink 
water to keep yourself hydrated.  
Nothing too spicy; nothing too sweet.

Glasses:  
Smaller tulip-shaped glasses are good 
for aroma and nosing. Tumblers,  
Highball and cocktail glasses serve 
their purpose also. 

Keep Notes:
Appreciate what you’re tasting and 
record it. Your impressions might 
change next time you taste.

Take Pictures:  
Use your phone or device to remember 
your favorites. 

Ice:  
Let the flavor, texture and aromas 
evolve with some well chosen ice. Your 
glass of whisky becomes a journey.

Color: 
Appreciate the color, which might tell 
you about the wood used to finish the 
whisky. Avoid added caramel, which 
could hide the truth.

Warming:  
Feel free to hold the glass in your hand 
and warm it up a bit. You’ll get more 
aroma and possibly boost the flavor.

Time:
Slow down. Many whiskies develop 
new flavors and complexity if you wait 
before the next sip: appreciate the finish.

See, Sip, Swirl:  
Look at the color, then swirl and sniff the 
whisky to see what the aroma reveals.

Compare: 
Having a variety of expressions is fun. 
Comparing notes with friends is even more 
fun. 

Clean Glasses: 
Rinse and dry between expressions.  
The previous whisky could interfere 
with the taste of the next. A wet glass 
could add too much water.

Sips: 
Small sips, with the glass rim on the 
center of your tongue, to avoid the 

alcohol heat. Swirl or “chew” the whisky 
and let it disappear. 

Adding Water:  
Add water to open the nose, but only 
after you’ve tasted neat; add only a 
drop or two at a time.

Flights:
Having several expressions around 
a theme can develop a greater 
appreciation of the varieties of whisky.

Progressive Order: 
Makes a huge difference in your 
appreciation of each expression.  
Light to rich; least to most sweet; 
no smoke to smokiest.

Watch Glasses:  
Help to hold in the aroma. Very handy 
if you’re tasting multiple expressions 
over time and want to go back and 
compare.

Flavor Maps:
Flavor maps are a fun way to measure 
your comparative whisky tastings. As 
you taste through these expressions, see 
if you agree with how our experts have 
plotted them.

Tasting Tips for Club Members


